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Abstract
We calculate the amplitudes of b → s transition in extension of the Standard Model with Wtb anomalous
couplings. We found that i) there exist the Ward identity violating terms in effective vertix of b → sγ. The terms,
which come from the tensor parts of Wtb anomalies, and can be canceled exactly by introducing corresponding
Wtbγ interactions; ii) Br(Bs → µ
+µ−) provides unique information on δvL which is set to zero in top decay
experiments, and stringent bounds on vR, gL by Br(B → Xsγ) are obtained.
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1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) is a very successful model in describing physics below the Fermi scale and is in good
agreement with the most experiment data, especially the last particle predicted in the SM has been discovered at
LHC[1, 2]. And yet, the completion of the SM particle spectrum does not mean the completion of the SM itself
until all the SM interaction forces could be firmly measured. It is universally accepted that there must be something
more than what has been so brilliantly conceived and verified.
One important issue is searching the new physics (NP) signatures directly, for example, probing Wtb couplings
in top quark decay. With its mass around the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) scale, the top quark is
believed to play an important role to connect the SM and new physics. A first glance at the top decay has been
given through the study of W helicity fractions and related observables[3]. Production cross sections have been
measured both for tt¯ pairs[4, 5] and for single top quarks[6]. The lastest analysis for Wtb anomalous couplings by
top decay at LHC has presented in [7]. Another important issue is searching the new physics signatures indirectly,
i.e., probing Wtb anomalous couplings at some of which derive from flavour changing neutral-current processes
(FCNC), such as rare B processes. The new B factories, BELLE and LHCb, are providing us now with more and
more high statistics data, which will carry FCNC tests to the next precision level. Measurements of rare B meson
decays such as B → Xsγ, Bs → µ+µ− [8], are likely to provide sensitive tests of the SM [9, 10]. These rare B
decays have been studied extremely at the leading logarithm order[11], high order in the SM[12] and various new
physics models [13, 14, 15].
Currently, most works on anomalousWtb couplings are probing NP directly in processes of top quark production
/decay[9, 16], only a few authors have studied virtual effect of the anomalous Wtb couplings on some rare decays
through loop-level[10, 17]. In Ref.[10], the authors calculated contribution of the anomalous couplings to b → sγ
and presented some constraints on four parameters, but they did not presented a proof that the effective vertex of
b→ sγ satisfies the Ward identity. Ref.[17] only considered the V +A contributions ofWts to Bs− B¯s mixing. The
contribution is just proportional to the anomalous coupling squared, which is hard to present a strong constraints
on the parameters.
In this paper, we will evolute the effect of the Wtb anomalous couplings on the rare B decays. We will present
a detailed one-loop correction for the b → sγ, including contributions from all anomalous couplings related to the
third generation quarks such as t¯tγ, b¯bγ, as well as Wtbγ. We will prove that with effect of new Wtbγ anomalous
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couplings taken into account, the Ward identity violating terms in the effective vertex with Wtb anomalies cancel
exactly, and this is independent of the unitarity of the quark mixing matrix. Then we obtain the Wilson coefficients
Ci (i = 7 to 10) for branching ratios of B → Xsγ and Bs → µ+µ−. We also present some stringent constraints on
the four anomalous couplings.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will render a detailed one loop calculation for b → sγ(∗),
proving the effective vertex satisfies the Ward identity. And then we obtain the Wilson coefficients from the effective
vertices of b → sγ and b → sℓ+ℓ−. In Section 3, we express the branching ratios of B → Xsγ and Bs → µ+µ−
in terms of the Wtb anomalous couplings, and present some numerical bounds for the anomalous couplings. Some
inputs are presented in the Appendix.
2 Amplitudes of b→ s transition
2.1 Effective vertices of b→ sγ
Before going to detailed calculation, let us start with the most general Wtb vertex:
LWtb = −gV
∗
tb√
2
b¯[γµ(vLL+ vRR) +
iσµνk
ν
m2W
(gLL+ gRR)]tW
−µ (1)
where vL = 1+ δvL. In the SM, δvL, vR, gL, gR are zero. L, R = (1∓ γ5)/2, and k is the W boson momentum. In
the phenomenology, new physics effects can be parameterized in terms of an effective field theory approach. Then
the effective vertex Γµ in amplitude A(b→ sγ) has form as:
Γµ = e
g2
32π2
VtbV
∗
ts[γµLF0 +
m2b
m2W
γµLF1 +
q2γµ− 6q qµ
m2W
LF2 +
imbσµνq
νR
m2W
LF3] (2)
where q is the photon momentum. It is clear that the first two terms donate the Ward identity violating terms.
Note differing from the top decay which occurs at tree level, b → s processes occur at loop level. In model we
research the couplings of three up-type quark with W boson are not universal, only top quark in loop contribution
to factors Fj . Thus, the constants and divergent terms in Fj , which will disappear due to CKM unitarity in the
SM, may remain. The divergence will be assumed canceled by heavy particles in the model. Furthermore, whether
the Ward identity for b→ sV (V = g, γ) vertex are guaranteed needs to be checked.
Table 1: Factors F i0 for b → sγ with B = B(mt, mW ), B˜ = B˜(mW ,mW ), Bˆ = Bˆ(mt,mW ), B¯ = B¯(mt,mt) and
C¯ = C¯(mW ,mt,mt), C˜ = C˜(mt,mW ,mW )
vL i = 1 − 1−δt2 + 2B00 − 3B01 − 1m2
W
[
B0
22
2 +A (mt)]
2 32 − δt2
(
1 + C¯024
)
+ 2m2t C¯
0
0 +
B¯0
22
m2
W
3 δt − 3B˜
0
22
2m2
W
+ 32 (2− δt)C˜024
gR 1 −1 + 3B01
2 1− 32 C¯024
3 1−δt2 − 32 C˜024 +
3B˜0
22
4m2
W
4 −3− δt
2
+ 3B¯0 − 34 B¯
0
22
m2
W
It is well known, at matching scale µW the factors Fj are functions of δt = m
2
t /m
2
W and can be written as
follows:
Fj = vLF
vL
j + vR
mt
mb
F vRj + gL
mW
mb
F gLj + gR
mt
mW
F gRj . (3)
The task left to us is deriving these factors, then obtain the Wilson coefficients. We use unitary gauge and take
naive dimension renormalization (NDR) scheme in calculation. The factors Fj receive contributions from Feynman
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diagrams of 1) self-energy; 2) vertex with one W in loop; 3) vertex with twoW bosons; 4) vertex withWtbγ couplings
and 5) vertex with ttγ anomalies, as displayed in Fig. 1. We express each type Feynman diagram contributions to
Fj , denoted by F
i
j in terms of loop functions A, B, C and list them in Table 1 to Table 4. Then Fj are obtained as
Fj = edF
1
j + euF
2
j + F
3
j + F
4
j + F
5
j , (4)
where eu = 2/3, ed = −1/3 stand for charge numbers of quarks. To trace our calculation easily, we present
defination for the loop factions as follows:
Bµ(p;m1,m2) = pµB1,
Cµ(p, p
′;m1,m2,m3) = C11pµ + C12p
′
µ,
Cµν(p, p
′;m1,m2,m3) = C21pµpν + C22p
′
µp
′
ν + C23(p
′
µpν + pµp
′
ν) +
gµν
4
C24 (5)
In B physics the loop functions can be expanded order by order as
B(p;m1,m2) = B
0 +
p2
m2W
B1 + · · · ,
C(p1, p2;m1,m2,m3) = C
0 +
p21
m2W
C1,1 +
2p1p2
m2W
C1,2 +
p22
m2W
C1,3 + · · · , (6)
with functions Bn, Cn,i being independent of momenta. The definations and corresponding expansions can be
found in Ref. [18].
Table 2: Factors F i1 for b→ sγ
vL i = 1 − 16 + 2B10 − 3B11 +B021 − 12
B1
22
m2
W
2 B¯01 − B¯00 − δt2 (C¯1,124 + C¯1,224 ) + 2m2t
(
C¯1,10 + C¯
1,2
0
)
++m2W (3C¯
0
23 − 2C¯011)
3 B˜00 −m2W [(4− 3δt)C˜011 − (12− 3δt)C˜023]− 12 C˜024 + 3(2−δt)2 (C˜1,124 + C˜1,224 )
vR 1
1
6 − 4B10 +
B1
22
+B0
21
m2
W
2 − 12 − B¯00 + C¯024 + (6C¯011 − 4C¯00 )m2W
3 −4C˜024 + 4C˜00 − (8− 2δt)C˜011
gL 1 −3
(
B01 −B021 − 12
)
+
3B1
22
m2
W
2 −2 +m2W [C¯00 − 2(1 + 2δt)C¯011] + 32 C¯024
3 1 +
δt(Bˆ
0
0
−Bˆ0
1
)
2 − C˜024 +m2t (6C˜011 − 3C˜00 )
4 −B¯0 + B¯12 − A(mt)2m2
W
+
B¯0
22
4m2
W
gR 1 3B
1
1
2 3m2W (C¯
0
11 − 3C¯023)− 32 (C¯1,124 + C¯1,224 )
3 −3m2W (C˜00 − 3C˜011 + 3C˜023)− 32 (C˜1,124 + C˜1,224 )
It is time to check our results by Ward identity of b → sg and b → sγ, which implies F0 and F1 in (2) should
be zero. The decay b→ sg is governed by operator O8 in next Subsection and also contribution to b→ sγ as QCD
correction included. Considering the strong interactions with quarks are independent of quark charges, using the
analytic formulae presented in Table 1 to Table 4, we find F 10 + F
2
0 = F
1
1 + F
2
1 = 0 as expected. However, this is
not the case in b → sγ. The effective vertex of b → sγ receives contributions not only from diagrams to b → sg
with g replaced by γ, also diagram with two W bosons in loop. We find that
edF
1
0 + euF
2
0 + F
3
0 = 0 (7)
3
is not satisfied for gR term, and
edF
1
1 + euF
2
1 + F
3
1 = 0 (8)
is not satisfied for the gL term. This implies that without the new anomalous interactions introduced as extracting
Wtb anomalous couplings in top decay, the effective vertex of b → sγ does not satisfy the Ward identity. It is
obvious, the source of the new anomalous couplings should the same as gL and gR. We expect that new introduced
contributions can cancel part contributions to gL, gR terms.
In this work, we follow Ref.[10] where Wtbγ anomalous couplings are always along with the tensor parts of Wtb
interactions. They have the origin from dimension-six operators:
QLRt = q¯Lσ
µντatRφ˜W
a
µν + h.c.,
QLRb = q¯′LσµντabRφW aµν + h.c. (9)
Here φ denotes the Higgs doublet, φ˜ = iτ2φ∗, andW aµν is the field strength and qL = (tL, V
∗
tbbL)
T , q′L = (VtbtL, bL)
T .
Note that for consistency, in this work we do not considerWts,Wcb, Wub anomalies, but take ttγ and bbγ anomalies
into account. The additional anomalous interactions are given by
δL = − ge√
2mW
iV ∗tb t¯σ
µν(gRL+ gLR)bW
+
ν ǫµ +
1
2
et¯
iσµνqν
mW
gRtǫµ − 1
2
eb¯
iσµνqν
mW
gLbǫµ, (10)
where ǫ is the photon polarization vector. Our treatment is some different from Ref.[10]. We will discuss more in
next subsection.
Figure 1: The Feynman diagrams of b→ s transition. (a) Self-energy ; (b) Vertices with one loop with one and two
W bosons; (c) Vertex with Wtbγ anomalous couplings; (d) Vertex with ttγ anomalous couplings and Box diagram
With the Feynman rules given in above, we find the bbγ anomalous has no contribution to b→ sγ. The Feynman
diagrams of Wtbγ and ttγ contribution to b→ sγ are plotted in Fig. 1. The corresponding factors Fj are also listed
in Table 1 to Table 4. We find F gR0 = F
gL
1 = 0. Thus, the Ward identity in b → sγ requires that the tensor parts
of Wtb anomalies should be accompanied with the Wtbγ anomalies. Although the ttγ anomalous couplings are not
related to the Ward identity, for consistency its contribution to gL part of b→ sγ also should been included.
2.2 Effective vertex of b→ sℓ+ℓ−
In this subsection, we calculate the effective vertex of b → sℓ+ℓ−. The vertex receives contribute for F3 which is
related to the operator O7, F2 which is related to the operator O9 in vertex of b→ sγ, i.e., off-shell γ- penguin, and
the Z-penguin, FZ , which can be obtained by replacement γ with Z boson in b→ sγ diagrams. Using the relation
F 10 = −F 20 = F 30 + F 40 we obtain
FZ,vL = C¯00m
2
t −
δt
4
(C¯024 − 1),
FZ,gR = −3
4
C¯024 +
5
4
. (11)
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Table 3: Factors F i2 for b→ sγ
vL i = 2
2
3 + B¯
0
21 + B¯
0
0 − B¯01 + B¯
1
22
m2
W
+m2W [2C¯
0
0 − 2C¯011 + (1 + δt)C¯023 − 2δtC¯1,20 ]− 12 C¯024 + δt2 C¯1,224
3 − 13 + B˜00 + 2B˜01 − 2B˜021 − 1m2
W
(
B˜0
22
4 +
3
2 B˜
1
22) +m
2
W [2δtC˜
0
0 + 2(2− δt)C˜011 − 2(1− δt)C˜023]
− δ4 C˜024 − 3(2−δt)2 C˜1,224
gR 2 m
2
W C¯
0
11 +
3
2 C¯
1,2
24
3 12 +m
2
W (C˜0 − 4C˜11) + 32 C˜1,224 − 34 C˜024
5 − 12 B¯00 −m2W (2C¯0 − C¯011) +
C¯0
24
2
The effective vertex of b → sℓ+ℓ− also receives contribution from box diagrams, as displayed in Fig. 1. The
contributions denoted by FB read:
FB,vL = m2W C˜
0
0 −
7
4
C˜024 +
B˜022
4m2W
+ 1,
FB,gR =
3
2
C˜024 − 1. (12)
At the end of this Section, we obtain the Wilson coefficients of operators at matching scale by comparing the
amplitudes of b→ sγ and b→ sℓ+ℓ− with the effective Hamiltonian:
Heff (b→ s) = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
10∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Oi. (13)
The operators in (13) related to the factors Fj directly are defined as follows:
O7 =
e
16π2
mbs¯iσ
µνRbiFµν
O8 =
gs
16π2
s¯iσ
µνRT aijbjG
a
µν ,
O9 =
e2
16π2
(s¯γµLb)(ℓ¯γµℓ)
O10 =
e2
16π2
(s¯γµLb)(ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ), (14)
where Fµν and Gµν are the electromagnetic tensor and strong tensor, respectively, and T
a stand for the SU(3)
generators. Note coefficients of the four quark operators Oi (i=1 to 6) are the the same as those in the SM, other
Wilson coefficients at matching scale are written in terms of factor Fj as:
C7(µW ) = −1
2
F3,
C8(µW ) = −1
2
F 23 ,
C9(µW ) =
FZ + FB
4 sin2 θW
− FZ + F2,
C10(µW ) = −F
B + FZ
4 sin2 θW
. (15)
Note in the SM, C9(µW ) has a constant 4/9 which is come from the correction of the four-quark operators [11].
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Table 4: Factors F i3 for b→ sγ
vL i = 2
1
2 + B¯
0
1 +m
2
W [3(2 + δt)C23 + 2C¯
0
0 − 5C¯011]− 12 C¯024
3 B˜01 +m
2
W [δtC˜
0
0 + (1 − 2δt)C˜011 + 3(δt + 2)C˜023]− C˜
0
24
2
vR 2 −B¯00 + C¯024 + (6C¯011 − 4C¯00 )m2W
3 12 − 6m2W C˜011
gL 2 −1 + B¯01 +m2W [2C¯00 − 3(1 + δt)C¯011] + 32 C¯024
3 −1− A(mW )
m2
W
+ 2B˜00 − δt(Bˆ
0
0
+Bˆ0
1
)
2 +
C˜0
24
2 +m
2
t (6C˜11 − C˜00 )
4 −B¯0 + B¯12 − A0(mt)2m2
W
+
B¯0
22
4m2
W
gR 2 3m
2
W (C¯
0
11 − 3C¯023)
3 3m2W (C˜
0
11 − 3C˜023)
5 14 − 12 B¯00 −m2W (C¯0 − C¯011) +
C¯0
24
4
For comparison with the SM results, we first present the Wilson coefficients related to vL at matching scale for
b→ sγ:
CvL7 (µW ) =
3δ3t − 2δ2t
4(δt − 1)4 ln δt +
22δ3t − 153δ2t + 159δt − 46
72(δt − 1)3
CvL8 (µW ) = −
3δ2t
4(δt − 1)4 ln δt +
5δ3t − 9δ2t + 30δt − 8
24(δt − 1)3 (16)
It is clear that
CSM7 = C
vL
7 −
23
36
,
CSM8 = C
vL
8 −
1
3
,
where the constants in CvL7,8 in the SM disappear due to the CKM unitarity [11]. Consider the C
SM
7 (mW ) = −0.19,
one can see the constant is very important in phenomenological analysis.
When C9 and C10 related to vL are compared with the SM values for b→ sℓ+ℓ−, we stress that the factors Fj
we obtained by using unitary gauge, the formulae for B = −FB/4, C = FZ/4, D = −F2 used in expressing CSM9,10
are not the same as those calculated in Feynman gauge even the constants deleted by the CKM unitarity. In this
sense, comparing our calculation with BSM , CSM , DSM separately has no meaning since they are gauge dependent.
However, from Eq.(15) one can see that C − B = (FB + FZ)/4 and 4C +D = FZ − F2 should be independent of
gauge expect for constants and divergent terms. They are presented as follows:
1
4
(FB,vL + FZ,vL) = −3
4
log(
µW
mW
)− 1− δt + 5δ
2
t
8(1− δt) +
3δ2t ln δt
8(1− δt)2
= (C −B)SM − 3
4
log(
µW
mW
)− 1
8
,
FZ,vL − F vL2 =
1
3
log(
µW
mW
) +
26− 534δt − 363δ2t + 379δ3t − 54δ4t
108(1− δt)3 +
8− 74δt + 159δ2t − 90δ3t
18(1− δt)4 log δt
= (4C +D)SM − 8
3
log(
µW
mW
) +
61
54
. (17)
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Other Wilson coefficients read:
CvR7 = −
3δ2t − 2δt
2(δt − 1)3 ln δt +
−5δ2t + 31δt − 20
12(δt − 1)2 (18)
CvR8 =
3δt
2(δt − 1)3 ln δt −
δ2t + δt + 4
4(δt − 1)2 (19)
CgL7 = (δt −
7
3
) log(
µW
mW
) +
8− 27δt + 7δ2t + 6δ3t
12(1− δt)2 −
δt(2 + 3δt + δ
2
t − 3δ3t )
6(1− δt)3 log δt (20)
CgL8 = −2 log(
µW
mW
) +
2− 9δt + δ2t
4(1− δt)2 −
δt(1− 6δt + 2δ2t )
2(1− δt)3 log δt (21)
CgR7 =
1
4
log(
µW
mW
) +
17− 31δt + 5δ2t − 3δ3t
48(1− δt)3 +
2− 2δt − 3δ2t + 2δ3t − δ4t
8(1− δt)4 (22)
CgR8 =
2+ 5δt − δ2t
8(1− δt)3 +
3δt
4(1− δt)4 log δt (23)
1
4
(FB,gR + FZ,gR) =
3
8
log(
µW
mW
)− 17δt + 1
32(1− δt) −
3δt(δt + 2) log δt
16(1− δt)2
FZ,gR − F gR2 =
34− 35δt − 59δ2t + 54δ3t
36(1− δt)3 −
(12δ3t − 18δ2t + δt + 4) log δt
6(1− δt)4 . (24)
From Eqs.(16) and (17), it is clear that CvL,vR7,8 and C
gR
8 originate from the ultraviolet-finite diagrams and depend
on δt only. However, divergent terms appear in other Wilson coefficients. Consequently, ln
µW
mW
are left in these
functions. We also compare our formulae of C7,8 with Ref. [10], find that there is a 1/2 factor in our calculation
of CvL7 , and C
vL
8 has different expression. And there are no constants and divergences in C
gL
7,8 in Ref. [10] since
the authors included Wcb, Wub anomalous couplings contributions, as mentioned in last subsection. Further, the
non-log term in CgL8 has opposite sign with that in Ref. [10]. We confirm our calculation.
3 Constraints on Wtb anomalous couplings with rare decays
With all Wilson coefficients at µW scale ready, we can express the branching ratios in terms of the Wilson coefficient,
further, of the anomalous couplings. Because the SM contributions to Ci(µb) and the corresponding operator matrix
elements are mostly real, the linear terms in δCi, which stem from SM-NP interference contributions contribute
mostly as Re[δCi], we neglect the small contributions of Im[Ci][19] and set µW = mW . The B¯ → Xsγ branching
ratio can be expressed as follows [20]:
Br(B → Xsγ) = [3.15± 0.23− 14.81δC˜7(µb) + 16.68(δC˜7(µb))2]× 10−4 (25)
Using δC7(µb) = 0.627δC7(mW ), δC8(µb) = 0.747δC8(mW ) and δC˜
eff
7 = δC7 + 0.24δC8, as well as the Wilson
coefficients in Eqs (16) and (17) we rewritten the branching as
Br(B → Xsγ) = [3.15± 0.23− 3.40δvL + 339.09vR − 78.49gL − 1.12gR
+ (0.94δvL − 93.51vR + 21.65gL + 0.31gR)2]× 10−4. (26)
The branching ratio for Bs → µ+µ− is given by [19]
Br(Bs → µ+µ−) = 1.8525× 10−10[| − 4.3085 + δC10|2 ± 1.7274]
= 1.8525× 10−10[| − 4.3085− 29.17δvL − 7.11gR|2 ± 1.7274] (27)
From Eqs (26) and (27), we can see that Br(Bs → µ+µ−) depends only parameters δvL and gR and is more
sensitive to δvL which is set to zero in top decay research [7]. And Br(B → Xsγ) depend all four parameters and
will exert more stronger limits on vR and gL than in top decay since enhanced factors mt/mb, mW /mb, as pointed
out in Ref. [10].
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Figure 2: δvL as a function of gR constrained by Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and top decay where δvL is set to zero. The
solid lines stand for 2σ bounds for Br(Bs → µ+µ−), while the dashed lines from top decay.
We first constrain parameters δvL and gR by Br(Bs → µ+µ−). Using the branching ratio by experimental
measurements and the SM prediction, as well as constraints from lastest top decay experiment in Appendix, we
plot δvL as a function of gR in Fig. 3. We find that Bs → µ+µ− exerts bounds more tighter restrictions on δvL
but slight weaker on gR than those at LHC via top decays with δvL = 0.
Under the limits by Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and lastest top decay experiment at LHC [7], we plot Br(B → Xsγ) as a
function of Br(Bs → µ+µ−) in Fig. 3. Since Br(Bs → Xsγ) depends on all four parameters and are more sensitive
to gL, vR which are less constrained by top decay, leading to very large branching ratio, we also use the bounds
from Br(B → Xsγ) presented in Ref. [10] for comparison. Note at one loop level, Br(B → Xsγ) is proportional
to |Ceff7 |2, the NP contributions to the branching ratio may as large as the SM value. Although the anomalous
couplings are small, the coefficients of vR, gL have large enhancements, as mentioned in Subsection 1. Thus, we
keep up to the anomalous couplings squared in expression of Br(B → Xsγ). Besides, some Wilson coefficients are
also different from those in Ref. [10]. From Fig. 3 we obtain more stringent constraints on gL, vR than in top decay
and slightly tighter constraints than previous work [10].
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Figure 3: The scatter plot of Br(B → Xsγ) (in unit 10−4) as function of Br(Bs → µ+µ−) (in unit 10−9). The
parameters δvL, gR are restrictioned by Bsµ
+µ−, and allow region of gL, vR are obtained by top decay ( denoted
by triangles ) and Br(B → Xsγ) in Ref. [10] (denoted by crosses). The 2σ bounds for Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and
Br(B → Xsγ) are aslo shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively.
Now we would like to summarize our work. We calculated the amplitudes of b→ s transition in extension of the
Standard Model with Wtb anomalous couplings in unitary gauge. We presented all anomalous couplings related
to the third generation quarks including anomalous Wtb, Wtbγ and ttγ couplings needed in calculation of rare B
decays, and a detailed one-loop correction calculation for the b → sγ(∗). We found that effective vertex of b → sγ
does not satisfy the Ward identity without Wtbγ vertex contribution taken into account. This is independent of
the CKM matrix unitarity even the photon is off-shell. We express branching ratios B → Xsγ and Bs → µ+µ−
in terms of the Wilson coefficients and the anomalous couplings. The numerical results show that unlike to the
inclusive decays, Br(Bs → µ+µ−) depends only on two anomalous parameters, it exerts unique constraints on δvL
8
since δvL is set to zero in top decay at LHC. Under the constraints, we obtain stringent limits on other parameters
by B → Xsγ than obtained at LHC via t→W+b decay and previous B → Xsγ analysis. Our work will be useful in
experimental measurements for Wtb anomalous couplings with more data at high energy colliders and B factories.
Appendix
In this Appendix, we present some inputs for numerical analysis.
1. Experimental measurements and SM predictions of the Branching
ratios
Table 5: The branching ratios of B decays[21]
Process Brex BrSM
B → Xsγ (3.43± 0.21± 0.07)× 10−4|Eγ>1.6GeV (3.15± 0.23)× 10−4|Eγ>1.6GeV
Bs → µ+µ− (3.0± 0.6+0.3−0.2)× 10−9 (3.42± 0.54)× 10−9
2. Bounds on Wtb anomalous couplings by top decays and Br(B → X
s
γ)
Table 6: 95% C.L. limits on the real components of the anomalous couplings. These limits were extracted from the
combination of W -boson helicities and single top quark production cross section measurements at LHC at 14 TeV
with high luminosity[7] and Br(B → Xsγ) [10]
δvL gR gL vR
Allowed regions 0 [−0.07, 0.07] [−0.16, 0.17] [−0.25, 0.34] [7]
Allowed regions [−0.13, 0.03] [−0.0007, 0.0025] [−0.0013, 0.0004] [−0.15, 0.57] [10]
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